Abstract; It is a common knowledge for safety engineers to perform machine safe measures based on the risk reduction process described in ISO12100. Its process consists of the "Inherently safe design measure", "safeguarding" and other supplemental countermeasures. However, there are many "hazardous point nearby operations", such as the operation of process confirmation, adjustment, preparing, troubleshooting, maintenance, inspection, repairing, cleaning of the machine etc.. It is very difficult to apply above-mentioned safe measures for these operations because operators are close to machine moving parts without stopping it.
The midterm report of the "Research on Fundamental Safety Technologies for Man-machine Cooperative Working Systems" published in 2005 proposed new risk reduction strategy against the "hazardous point nearby operation". New concepts of the risk management division, the accident prevention division and the supporting protective device are suggested in this midterm report. This paper proposes accident prevention conditions for "hazardous point nearby operations" and safety system for wood cutting machines based on above research results. Results obtained from this research are summarized as follows.
1) Clarification of accident prevention conditions
The accident prevention condition is classified four types (0:ristriction of energy, 1:separation and fixation of human and machine space, 2:machine stop in hazardous conditions, 3:limitation of speed of machine moving parts (3a) or human body (3b)). Types of 3a and 3b mean accident prevention conditions for "hazardous point nearby operations".
2) Development of safety system for wood cutting machines
The new safety system of wood cutting machine has a circular saw, two pieces of movable protective covers, locking device of these covers, IC tags for fixing to human fingers, loop-coil to detect IC tags and control system. The circular saw of wood cutting machine is covered with rotated two pieces of (upper and lower) movable protective covers. IC tags are fixed to operator's fingers. Safe zones are formed to left and right of the circular saw. Safe zones are monitored by loop-coils to detect the presence of IC tags. The human absence is confirmed by detecting IC tags. These covers can be permitted to move only when the existence of operator's fingers in safe zones is confirmed. On the other hands, these covers are locked to move when the existence of operator's fingers in safe zones is not confirmed. Table 1 The classification of accident prevention division and accident prevention conditions. 保護方策区分の類型と災害防止条件 Table 3 The analysis condition for the simulation of electro-magnetic field generated by loopcoils. ループコイルの電磁界シミュレーション の解析条件 Table 2 The 
